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Abstract 39 

Natural scenes deliver rich sensory information about the world. Decades of research has shown 40 

that the scene-selective network in the visual cortex represents various aspects of scenes. 41 

However, less is known about how such complex scene information is processed beyond the 42 

visual cortex, such as in the prefrontal cortex. It is also unknown how task context impacts the 43 

process of scene perception, modulating which scene content is represented in the brain. In this 44 

study, we investigate these questions using scene images from four natural scene categories, 45 

which also depict two types of scene attributes, temperature (warm or cold), and sound level 46 

(noisy or quiet). A group of healthy human subjects from both sexes participated in the present 47 

study using fMRI. In the study, participants viewed scene images under two different task 48 

conditions; temperature judgment and sound-level judgment. We analyzed how these scene 49 

attributes and categories are represented across the brain under these task conditions. Our 50 

findings show that scene attributes (temperature and sound-level) are only represented in the 51 

brain when they are task-relevant. However, scene categories are represented in the brain, in both 52 

the parahippocampal place area and the prefrontal cortex, regardless of task context. These 53 

findings suggest that the prefrontal cortex selectively represents scene content according to task 54 

demands, but this task selectivity depends on the types of scene content; task modulates neural 55 

representations of scene attributes but not of scene categories.  56 

  57 
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Significance statement 58 

Research has shown that visual scene information is processed in scene-selective regions in the 59 

occipital and temporal cortices. Here, we ask how scene content is processed and represented 60 

beyond the visual brain, in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). We show that both scene categories and 61 

scene attributes are represented in PFC, with interesting differences in task dependency: Scene 62 

attributes are only represented in PFC when they are task-relevant, but scene categories are 63 

represented in PFC regardless of the task context. Taken together, our work shows that scene 64 

information is processed beyond the visual cortex, and scene representation in PFC reflects how 65 

adaptively our minds extract relevant information from a scene.   66 
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Introduction 67 

Real-world scenes provide a wealth of complex sensory experiences. Research has demonstrated 68 

that various components of scenes are processed across several brain regions of the scene-69 

selective network in the visual cortex, such as the parahippocampal place area (PPA, Epstein & 70 

Kanwisher, 1998), the retrosplenial cortex (RSC, Maguire, 2001), and the occipital place area 71 

(OPA, Dilks et al., 2013). However, recent studies have shown that visual scene processing takes 72 

place beyond the visual cortex and involves the associative cortex such as the parietal (Silson et 73 

al., 2016; Silson et al., 2019) and the prefrontal cortex (PFC, Jung, Larson, & Walther, 2018). 74 

How are scene categories and other scene attributes represented beyond the scene-selective 75 

network? In the current study, we investigate whether and how scene content is processed 76 

beyond the visual cortex, especially in PFC. 77 

We have previously demonstrated that scene images and sounds elicit neural representations of 78 

scene categories in PFC. Intriguingly, these representations are modality-independent, suggesting 79 

that PFC represents scene content in an abstract way, not constrained in a single sensory 80 

modality (Jung et al., 2018). Still, we do not know yet what elements of scene content are 81 

processed and represented in PFC. That is, natural scenes also comprise other scene attributes 82 

than just scene categories, some of which, based on spatial elements, are often referred to as 83 

global scene properties, such as openness and navigability (Greene & Oliva, 2009). Scene 84 

attributes also include non-spatial scene properties, such as overall temperature, transience, or 85 

functional affordances (Greene et al., 2016). Research has shown that many scene attributes are 86 

processed in scene-selective visual brain regions (Kravitz et al., 2011; Park et al., 2011; 87 

Persichetti & Dilks, 2019). However, we do not know yet whether PFC represents scene 88 

attributes that are not related to scene categories, and whether the neural presentations of scene 89 

attributes in PFC are also modality-independent.  90 

Scene representations in PFC may also depend on task context. One of the PFC's fundamental 91 

functions is to modulate the neural representation of sensory inputs according to task demands 92 

(Chadick & Gazzaley, 2011; Harel et al., 2014; Zanto et al., 2011). Thus, representations of 93 

scene content in PFC might be dependent on their task relevance. However, research has shown 94 

that scene category processing is not necessarily impacted by tasks; behavioral studies have 95 

shown that scene category information is accessible with limited attention (Li et al., 2002), and 96 

even when it is not relevant to the task context (Greene & Fei-Fei, 2014). Furthermore, scene 97 

categories have been shown to be represented in PFC in a passive-viewing paradigm (Jung et al., 98 

2018; Walther et al., 2009), which does not explicitly require attention to scene categories. 99 

Therefore, we predict that task context is more likely to impact the processing of scene attributes 100 

than that of scene categories. We explore these possibilities by assessing the neural 101 

representations of scene attributes and scene categories in PFC under different task conditions.  102 

The current study employs two scene attributes (temperature and sound-level) and four natural 103 

scene categories (beaches, cities, forest, and train stations) to examine how scene attributes and 104 

scene category information are represented in PFC across different task contexts. To construct 105 
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different task conditions for each scene property, we instructed participants to make a judgment 106 

on a scene attribute, which would encourage them to attend to a particular property in a scene.  107 

Finally, the present study also explores whether representations of scene attributes in PFC are 108 

modality-independent in the same way as scene categories (Jung et al., 2018). We do so by 109 

comparing the neural representation of scene attributes (both temperature and sound-level) 110 

inferred from images to the neural representation of direct thermal and auditory percepts. Our 111 

findings demonstrate that both scene attributes and scene categories are represented in PFC in a 112 

modality-independent way. Neural representations of scene attributes generalize across sensory 113 

modalities, as indicated by similar neural activity patterns across percepts inferred from images 114 

and direct sensation.  115 

 116 

Materials & Methods 117 

1. Participants 118 

Twenty-five healthy adults recruited from the University of Toronto participated in the fMRI 119 

study (10 male, 15 females; mean age = 22.17, SD = 1.99, all right-handed). A power analysis 120 

based on our previous study using a similar decoding technique (Jung et al., 2018) indicates that 121 

we would require 14 participants for similar power. As the current study uses an event-related 122 

design instead of a block design, we expected that our effect would be more subtle, and thus we 123 

would need more participants. We performed a pilot study with 5 participants to examine the 124 

feasibility of the decoding methods (data not included here). Based on the pilot data, we decided 125 

to collect data from 20 participants, provided that they complete both sessions of the experiment. 126 

All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing and no history 127 

of neurological abnormalities. Five participants did not complete both sessions, and their data 128 

were excluded from the analysis. Participants provided informed consent before the experiment, 129 

and all aspects of the experiment were approved by the Research Ethics Board (REB) at 130 

University of Toronto (protocol number 33720).  131 

2. Experiment design & Stimuli 132 

The study consisted of two sessions, the main experiment session and the localizer session. For 133 

all participants, the main experiment session was performed first, except for three, who did the 134 

localizer experiment first for logistical reasons (e.g., last-minute cancellation). The main 135 

experiment session consisted of three different types of tasks: fixation monitoring, temperature 136 

judgment, and sound-level judgment. Participants always performed two runs of the fixation task 137 

first, and then the other two tasks in alternation (either T-S-T-S or S-T-S-T). The localizer 138 

session consisted of three different experiments; the sound experiment, the stone experiment, and 139 

the face-place-object localizer, which were always performed in this order.  140 

2-1. Visual Stimuli 141 
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Sixty-four scene images from four natural scene categories were selected according to three 142 

scene properties (see Figure 1A): entry-level category (beaches, city streets, forests, and train 143 

stations), temperature of the depicted scene (warm versus cold), and sound level (noisy versus 144 

quiet). The selection procedure ensured that all three properties vary independently within the 145 

image set.  146 

We measured the properties of scene images with a set of three behavioral experiments on 147 

Amazon MTurk. Workers in the behavioral experiments viewed each image and rated the 148 

temperature and the sound level on a five-point Likert scale. Each type of property was measured 149 

in a separate block. The order of the tests was counterbalanced across participants. Before the 150 

rating, a detailed description of each scale was provided (the descriptions are reported at: 151 

https://github.com/yaelanjung/scenes_fmri), followed by six practice trials separately for the 152 

temperature rating and the sound-level rating.  153 

In the first rating experiment, 27 MTurk workers rated 292 scene images which were collected 154 

from the internet. Ratings were z-scored for each participant and averaged across participants for 155 

each image. We excluded 87 images with extreme temperature or sound scores, added 100 new 156 

images, and repeated the rating experiment with 15 participants, first on 305 images and then on 157 

a subset 128 images. After this procedure, we selected the final set of 64 images and repeated the 158 

rating experiment on these images with 45 participants. These final ratings show that neither 159 

temperature nor sound level are related to category labels. A Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted 160 

to find the effect of category labels on the temperature rating, showing that there is no effect of 161 

category labels, Kruskal-Wallis chi-square = 3.54, p = 0.32; a Kruskal-Wallis test to measure the 162 

effect of category labels on sound-level ratings also reveal no effect of category labels, Kruskal-163 

Wallis chi-square = 4.56, p = .21). Furthermore, the temperature ratings and the sound-level 164 

ratings were not correlated to each other, r = .037, p = .781 (see Figure 1B). This final set of 64 165 

images was used in the main experiment. The entire stimuli set and the rating data are available 166 

in a GitHub repository (https://github.com/yaelanjung/scenes_fmri).  167 

2-2. Auditory Stimuli 168 

Ten different sound clips from different places (e.g., beaches, forests, and city streets) were 169 

downloaded from an open database, Freesound (freesound.org). The sounds were cut to 12 170 

seconds length and presented using Sensimetrics S14 MR-compatible in-ear noise-canceling 171 

headphones. The noisy and quiet sounds differed in two aspects. First, the noisy sounds had more 172 

auditory objects (i.e., birds, people, waves at a beach) than the quiet sounds. Also, based on the 173 

perceived loudness which was estimated using a sound meter over the headphones, the noisy 174 

sounds had greater volume (on average 81 dB) than the quiet sounds (on average 53 dB) (see 175 

Figure 5A).  176 

2-3. Stone Stimuli 177 

Six massage stones (approximately 6×8×2 cm) were used in the temperature experiment. To 178 

deliver stones at a particular temperature, three stones were soaked in warm water 179 
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(approximately 45℃) in a plastic thermal cup, and the other three stones were soaked in cold 180 

water (approximately 9℃) for about 10 minutes before the experiment. We measured the 181 

temperature of the stones before and after each run with a digital infrared thermometer. On 182 

average across different runs and participants, the cold stones were 11.0 ℃ (SD = 1.3℃) before 183 

the runs and 15.3 ℃ (SD = 0.93 ℃) after the runs. The warm stones were 44.4 ℃ (SD = 0.93℃) 184 

before and 39.8 ℃ (0.81 ℃) after the runs (see Figure 4B).  185 

3. Procedure 186 

3.1. Main experiment 187 

The main fMRI experiment was event-related with six runs of image presentations with three 188 

different tasks (two runs for each task). In all three task conditions, participants viewed the same 189 

set of 64 images one at a time for one second, with a 5-seconds inter-trial interval (Figure 1C). 190 

The trial sequence also contained 16 blank trials with only the fixation cross visible; the first and 191 

last two trials in each run were always blank, and the other twelve blank trials were randomly 192 

distributed throughout the run. Visual stimuli were presented on the screen at a distance of 193 

approximately 134 cm from the participant with images subtending approximately 12.3 degrees 194 

of visual angle. Stimulus presentation, timing of all stimuli, and recording of responses were 195 

controlled with custom Matlab scripts, using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). 196 

In the fixation monitoring runs, participants were asked to press a button to report whether the 197 

fixation cross was white (75% of the time) or red (25% of the time). In the temperature-198 

judgement runs, participants were asked to indicate whether the depicted scene looked warm or 199 

cold (Figure 1D). In the sound-level judgement runs, participants were asked to indicate whether 200 

the depicted scene looked noisy or quiet (Figure 1E). It was emphasized that there is no right or 201 

wrong answer in the temperature and sound-level judgement tasks. The same set of 64 images 202 

were repeated in all six runs, and the order of images was randomized in each run. In all three 203 

conditions, the response labels were presented during the entire run, and the color of the response 204 

label changed to green from black when a response was given and remained green until the end 205 

of the ITI (Figure 1C).  206 

Before the onset of each run, participants were reminded of the task by a text (e.g., temperature 207 

judgment run) on the screen and verbal instructions from the experimenter (behavioral data 208 

reported at: https://github.com/yaelanjung/scenes_fmri). Once participants verbally confirmed 209 

that they understood the task instruction for a given run, we tested the response buttons. 210 

Participants were asked to press each button one at a time (e.g., If the picture looks warm, please 211 

press the ‘WARM’ button. Press the ‘WARM’ button to continue.) to ensure that they were aware 212 

of the key instruction. All participants first performed the two fixation-monitoring runs and then 213 

the temperature runs and the sound-level runs interleaved (either T-S-T-S or S-T-S-T). The order 214 

was counter-balanced across participants. 215 

3.2. Localizer experiments 216 
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The localizer experiment consisted of the sound experiment, the temperature experiment, and the 217 

face-place-object localizer. All of these experiments used a block design. 218 

The stone experiment consisted of four runs and was performed by two experimenters, one in the 219 

control room and one in the exam room next to the MRI scanner. Each run had six blocks, and 220 

each block was one stone event (Figure 4A). At every onset or offset of a block, the 221 

experimenter in the control room signaled the event by presenting a colored flag (red: for warm 222 

stone, blue: for cold stone, green: for taking the stone away) through the control room window.  223 

The experimenter in the exam room dried a warm or cold stone on a towel and handed it to the 224 

left hand of the participant. Participants were holding the stone without any particular task for 10 225 

seconds, and then the experimenter in the exam room took the stone from the participant’s hand 226 

at the green flag signal.  227 

The sound experiment consisted of two runs. Each run had 10 blocks, during which 12-second 228 

sound clips were played. The clips in half of the blocks were noisy sounds, and the other half of 229 

the blocks contained quiet sounds (Figure 5A). The order of the sound sequences was 230 

randomized for each run and for each participant. A fixation cross was presented at the center of 231 

the screen during the entire experiment.  232 

The face-place-object localizer experiment consisted of two runs. Each run had 4 blocks, and 233 

there were four mini-blocks with images of faces, objects, places, and scrambled object pictures 234 

in each block (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998). Each mini block was 16 seconds long, and each 235 

image was presented for 1 second with an inter-trial interval of 500 ms. There were 12 seconds 236 

fixation periods between blocks and also at the beginning and the end of the run. 237 

 238 
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 239 

Figure 1 A) Examples of scene images from four scene categories labeled as warm or cold 240 

(temperature property) and as noisy or quiet (sound level property). B) Behavioral ratings of 241 

temperature and sound level properties. C) Illustration of the image presentation in the main 242 

experiment. D & E) Image presentation in the temperature judgment condition (D) and in the 243 

sound-level judgment condition (E).  244 

 245 

5. fMRI data acquisition 246 

Imaging data were recorded on a 3 Tesla Siemens Prisma MRI scanner with a 32-channel head 247 

coil at the Toronto Neuroimaging Centre (ToNI) at the University of Toronto. High resolution 248 

anatomical images were acquired with a MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition 249 

with gradient echo) protocol with multiband factor of 2. Images were then reconstructed using 250 

GRAPPA (Griswold et al., 2002), with sagittal slices covering the whole brain; inversion time TI 251 

= 912ms, repetition time TR = 1900ms, echo time TE = 2.67ms, flip angle = 9°, voxel size = 1 x 252 

1 x 1 mm, matrix size = 224 x 256 x 160 mm. Functional images for the main and localizer 253 

experiments were recorded with a multiband acquisition sequence; TR = 2 s, TE = 32 ms, flip 254 

angle = 70 degrees, multiband factor = 4, voxel size = 2 x 2 x 2 mm, matrix size = 220 x 220 x 255 

136 mm, 68 axial slices.  256 

 257 

6. Data analyses 258 

6.1. fMRI data preprocessing 259 

FMRI data from the main experiment runs were motion corrected to one EPI image (the middle 260 

volume in the middle run), followed by spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel with 2 mm full 261 
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width at half maximum (FWHM). Data were converted to percent signal change with respect to 262 

the mean of each run. Preprocessing was performed using AFNI (Cox, 1996).  263 

6.2 Region of Interest 264 

PPA was defined using data from the face-place-object localizer runs. FMRI data from this 265 

localizer were pre-processed the same way as the main experiment data, but spatially smoothed 266 

with a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian filter. Data were further processed using a general linear model 267 

(3dDeconvolve in AFNI) with regressors for all four image types (scenes, faces, objects, 268 

scrambled objects). PPA was defined as contiguous clusters of voxels with significant contrast (q 269 

< 0.05, corrected using false discovery rate) of scenes > (faces and objects) (Epstein & 270 

Kanwisher, 1998). 271 

The representation of the left hand in somatosensory cortex (S1) was also functionally defined 272 

using data from the temperature localizer runs as we are interested in a region that specifically 273 

corresponds to thermal perception driven by the stone stimuli. fMRI data from the temperature 274 

localizer runs were pre-processed the same way as the main experiment data and spatially 275 

smoothed with a 4mm FWHM Gaussian Filter. Data were then further processed using a general 276 

linear model (3dDeconvolve in Afni) with regressors for stone events (stone, and no stone), 277 

irrespective of temperature. S1 for the left hand was defined as a contiguous cluster of voxels in 278 

the right hemisphere with significant contrast (q < 0.05, corrected using false discovery rate) of 279 

stone > no-stone. In all participants except one, we observed a cluster with significant contrast 280 

near the central gyrus in the right hemisphere (contralateral to the left hand where the stone was 281 

given). The cluster was then masked by the anatomical extent of the post-central gyrus, which is 282 

known as the location of the primary somatosensory cortex. The subject for whom we could not 283 

functionally define S1 was excluded from the decoding analysis performed in this area. 284 

Anatomically defined ROIs were extracted using a probabilistic atlas in AFNI (DD Desai MPM; 285 

Destrieux et al., 2010): middle frontal gyrus (MFG), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and inferior 286 

frontal gyrus (IFG). Anatomical masks for primary auditory cortex (Heschl’s gyrus) were made 287 

available by Sam Norman-Haignere (Norman-Haignere et al., 2013). After nonlinear alignment 288 

of each participants’ anatomical image to MNI space using AFNI’s 3dQwarp function, the 289 

inverse of the alignment was used to project anatomical ROI masks back into original subject 290 

space using 3dNwarpApply. All decoding analyses, including for the anatomically defined ROIs, 291 

were performed in original subject space. 292 

6.3. Decoding analyses 293 

6.3.1. Multi-voxel pattern analysis of the main experiment 294 

Decoding analysis was performed for each task condition, the temperature judgment condition 295 

and the sound-level judgment condition. Data from the fixation-monitoring condition were 296 

included as training but not as test data for both conditions. For each participant, we trained a 297 

linear support vector machine (SVM; using LIBSVM, Chang & Lin, 2011) to assign the correct 298 

labels to the voxel activations inside an ROI based on the fMRI data from three runs: one of the 299 
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task-specific runs as well both of the fixation-monitoring runs. The SVM decoder then produced 300 

predictions for the labels of the data in the left-out task run. This cross-validation procedure was 301 

repeated with the other task run left out, thus producing predicted labels for both task-specific 302 

runs. This procedure was performed for scene categories (beaches, forests, city streets, train 303 

stations), scene temperature (warm, cold), and sound level (noisy, quiet) separately for 304 

temperature judgment and sound-level judgement runs. Decoding accuracy was assessed as the 305 

fraction of predictions with correct labels. Group-level statistics was computed over all twenty 306 

participants using one-tailed t tests, determining if decoding accuracy was significantly above 307 

chance level (0.5 for temperature and sound-level and 0.25 for scene categories). In all the 308 

statistical tests performed here, we adjusted significance of the t-test for multiple comparisons 309 

using false discovery rate (FDR) (Westfall & Young, 1993). 310 

To curb over-fitting of the classifier to the training data, we reduced the dimensionality of the 311 

neural data by selecting a subset of voxels in each ROI. Voxel selection was performed by 312 

ranking voxels in the training data according to the F statistics of a one-way ANOVA of each 313 

voxel’s activity with temperature, sound level, or scene categories as the main factor (Pereira et 314 

al., 2009). We determined the optimal number of voxels by performing a nested leave-one-run-315 

out (LORO) cross validation within the training data. It should be noted that the voxel selection 316 

is performed only using the training data (nested cross-validation) to avoid double-dipping. Once 317 

an optimal number of voxels was determined by voxel selection, a classifier was trained again 318 

using the entire training data (but with selected voxels) and tested on the test data. The test data 319 

were not used to select voxels or train the classifier for a given cross-validation fold. Optimal 320 

voxel numbers varied by ROI and participant, showing an overall average of 99 voxels across all 321 

ROIs and participants in the analysis of the main experiment. 322 

6.3.2. Multivariate pattern analysis of the localizer experiments 323 

To decode temperature from the localizer experiment, we performed a GLM analysis on the 324 

preprocessed data with regressors for warm and hot blocks as well as nuisance regressors for 325 

motion and scanner drift within the run. We obtained eight sets of beta weights (4 runs x 2 326 

conditions) and performed a LORO cross-validation analysis using an SVM classifier. A voxel 327 

selection procedure (as described above) was also included in this decoding procedure. For each 328 

cross-validation fold, the voxels were ranked based on the F statistics of an ANOVA of each 329 

voxel’s activity with temperature as the factor. We determined the optimal number of voxels by 330 

performing a LORO cross-validation analysis within the training data (nested cross-validation; 331 

mean = 211.11). 332 

There were only two runs of data in the sound experiment. Thus, we performed a GLM analysis 333 

at the level of blocks instead of runs. We used the sets of beta weights for each block as input to 334 

the decoder. Specifically, in this GLM analysis, the preprocessed data from the sound localizer 335 

runs were analyzed with regressors for noisy and quiet sound blocks as well as nuisance 336 

regressors for motion and scanner drift within the run (second-order polynomial). As a result, we 337 

obtained twenty sets of beta weights (10 blocks x 2 conditions). These sets of betas were used in 338 
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a one-block-leave-out cross-validation analysis (similar to LORO, but on each block instead of 339 

runs) using an SVM. A voxel selection procedure (as described above) was also performed for 340 

each fold in the decoding procedure, and average optimal number of voxels (across all ROIs) 341 

was 304.02. The decoding accuracy for each ROI and each subject was determined by averaging 342 

the performance across all the folds of the cross-validation procedure.  343 

6.3.3. Cross-decoding analysis 344 

In the cross-decoding analysis, we trained a classifier on data from the localizer session and 345 

tested it with data from the main experiment. Since training and test data were completely 346 

separate in these conditions, we used all data from the localizer session for training and voxel 347 

selection. We here used the accuracy values from the whole-brain searchlight analysis to rank 348 

voxels (see the following section for the detail). Using the training data, we performed LORO 349 

cross validation analyses with the number of selected voxels varying from 125 to 500 (step size 350 

of 25). We included voxels according to decreasing rank order of their decoding accuracies in the 351 

searchlight analysis. We compared the decoding performance for different voxel numbers and 352 

determined the optimal number of voxels (mean = 171.25), which showed the best decoding 353 

performance within the training data. The decoder was then trained on the entire training set, 354 

using the optimal number of voxels, and then tested on the data from the main experiment at 355 

those same voxel locations.  356 

6.3.4. Searchlight analysis 357 

To explore representations of scene categories outside of pre-defined ROIs, we performed a 358 

searchlight analysis. We defined a cubic “searchlight” of 5x5x5 voxels (10x10x10 mm). The 359 

searchlight was centered on each voxel in turn (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006), and LORO cross-360 

validation analysis was performed within each searchlight location using a linear SVM classifier 361 

(CosmoMVPA Toolbox; Oosterhof et al., 2016). Decoding accuracy at a given searchlight 362 

location was assigned to the central voxel.  363 

For group analysis, we first co-registered each participant’s anatomical brain to the Montreal 364 

Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template using a diffeomorphic transformation as calculated by 365 

AFNI's 3dQWarp. We then used the same transformation parameters to register individual 366 

decoding accuracy maps to MNI space using 3dNWarpApply, followed by spatial smoothing 367 

with a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian filter. To identify voxels with decodable categorical information 368 

at the group level, we performed one-tailed t-tests to test whether decoding accuracy at each 369 

searchlight location was above chance (0.5 for non-visual properties and cross-decoding, and 370 

0.25 for categories). After thresholding at p < 0.05 (one-tailed) from the t-test, we conducted a 371 

cluster-level correction for multiple comparisons. We used AFNI’s 3dClustSim to conduct alpha 372 

probability simulations for each participant. The estimated smoothness parameters computed by 373 

3dFWHMx were used to conduct the cluster simulation. In the simulations, a p-value of 0.05 was 374 

used to threshold the simulated data prior to clustering and a corrected alpha of 0.05 was used to 375 

determine the minimum cluster size. We used the average of the minimum cluster sizes across all 376 

the participants as the cluster threshold, which was 215 voxels. 377 
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Results 378 

Decoding of scene attributes 379 

To assess neural representations of temperature and sound level from images, we performed the 380 

multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) for each ROI and for each task condition.  381 

 382 

Figure 2 Decoding from the main experiment. Decoding of temperature (A), sound-level 383 

properties (B), and categories (C) of scenes in each ROIs in the temperature judgment condition 384 

(orange bars) and in the sound-level judgment condition (green bars). (D) Confusion matrices 385 

from category decoding: each row indicates presented category (in order of beach, city, forest, 386 

and station), and each column indicates the predicted category. Diagonal boxes (with a pink 387 

frame) indicate percent of corrected predictions (rounded to the nearest integer). Dots in each 388 

figure represent individual data points. * q< 0.05, *** q < 0.001  389 

 390 

As illustrated in Figure 2A, we were able to decode temperature (warm versus cold) in PPA, 391 

mean decoding accuracy = 58.75%, t(19) = 2.67, q = 0.01, and in MFG, mean decoding accuracy 392 

= 62.5%, t(19) = 2.94, q = 0.02, when participants performed the temperature judgment task. 393 

However, when participants were performing the sound-level judgment task, the temperature 394 

property was decoded neither in PPA, mean accuracy = 50%, t(19) = 0, q = 0.62; nor in the MFG, 395 
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mean accuracy = 50%, t(19) = 0, q = 0.62 (see Table 1, for decoding performance in other ROIs). 396 

Sound level (noisy versus quiet) was decoded in the sound-level judgment condition, in the MFG, 397 

mean accuracy = 62.5%, t(19) = 2.52, q = 0.01 and the IFG, mean accuracy = 63.75%, t(19) = 398 

2.98, q = 0.02. However, when the participants were performing the temperature judgment task, 399 

sound level could not be decoded in these areas, in MFG, mean accuracy = 55%, t(19) = 0.94, q 400 

= 0.18; in IFG, mean accuracy = 48.75%, t(19) = -0.29, q = 0.61. The statistical analyses in all 401 

ROIs are reported in Table 1.  402 

To directly examine the effect of task context on decoding of scene attributes, we performed a 403 

two-way ANOVA for each ROI with task (temperature-judgment versus sound-level judgment) 404 

and decoded property (temperature versus sound level) as a factor. In all ROIs, there was no 405 

main effect of either task or decoded property [all Fs < 3.32, ps > .07], as well as no significant 406 

interaction between the two [all Fs < 3.3, ps > 0.07, except in MFG. In the MFG, although there 407 

was no main effect of task, or decoded property, the interaction between decoded property and 408 

task was significant, F(1,76) = 4.57, p = 0.003. These results indicate that task context impacts 409 

which type of non-visual properties are represented in the MFG.  410 

 411 
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 412 

Figure 3 A) Examples of the scene images and their Lab values (left panel). Illustration of 413 
color-control regression analysis (right panel). B) Predicted temperature rating (from all three 414 
color-channel values) plotted over the average temperature rating. C) Decoding accuracies of 415 
temperature from the color-controlled analysis. # p < 0.05 416 

 417 

For scene temperature, it is possible that the color of the images may hold cues to the 418 

temperature. We explored this possibility by quantifying the contribution of color information to 419 

the temperature-specific fMRI data. We calculated the average L, a, b values from the CIE-LAB 420 

color channels for individual images (see Figure 3A for the examples) and regressed out all of 421 

these values from the fMRI data before we perform the GLM analysis (Figure 3A; right panel). 422 

Using a multivariate regression where the behavioral temperature rating is predicted by the color 423 

information, we observe that the color information from the Lab channels for individual images 424 

is indeed related to the behavioral ratings for temperature (R
2
 = 0.40; Figure 3B). When we 425 

performed the MVPA on the color-controlled betas from the GLM analysis (Figure 3C), we 426 

found that decoding accuracy was impacted in the PPA, mean accuracy = 53.75%, t(19) = 1.14, p 427 

= 0.1, but in the MFG, temperature could be still decoded above chance, mean accuracy = 428 

58.75%, t(19) = 2.10, p = 0.02. Thus, it appears that color information is a strong cue for scene 429 

temperature in the PPA, but less so in the MFG. 430 
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Table 1 Mean of decoding accuracy and statistical analysis in each ROI for the temperature and 431 

the sound-level properties 432 

ROI 

Decoding of temperature Decoding of sound-level 

Temperature condition Sound-level condition Temperature condition Sound-level condition 

mean t stats q 
effect 

size 
mean 

t 

stats 
q 

effect 

size 
mean t stats q 

effect 

size 
mean t stats q 

effect 

size 

PPA 58.75 2.67 0.01 0.60 50.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 58.75 2.10 0.12 0.47 53.75 1.14 0.22 0.26 

S1 50.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 52.63 0.81 0.21 0.18 - - - - - - - - 

A1 - - - - - - - - 46.25 -1.00 0.84 -0.22 50.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 

MFG 62.50 2.94 0.02 0.66 50.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 55.00 0.94 0.45 0.21 62.50 2.52 0.03 0.56 

SFG 51.25 0.27 0.49 0.06 43.75 -1.16 0.87 -0.26 50.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 51.25 0.25 0.50 0.06 

IFG 56.25 1.23 0.20 0.27 53.75 0.72 0.60 0.16 48.75 -0.29 0.77 -0.07 63.75 2.98 0.02 0.67 

 433 

Decoding of scene categories 434 

Scene categories were decoded with a linear SVM classifier using the same data from each task 435 

condition but with category labels as ground truth. Here, chance level was 25% since there were 436 

four different scene categories.  437 

As illustrated in Figure 2C, scene categories were decoded in both task conditions in PFC as well 438 

as in PPA. In the temperature judgement condition, decoding accuracies for scene categories 439 

were significantly higher than chance in PPA, mean accuracy = 42.50%, t(19) = 5.98, q < 0.001; 440 

in MFG, mean accuracy = 33.75%, t(19) = 2.33, q = 0.01; and in IFG, mean accuracy = 34.38%, 441 

t(19) = 3.68, q = 0.02. In the sound-level judgment condition, decoding accuracy for scene 442 

categories was significantly higher than chance in PPA; mean accuracy = 43.14%, t(19) = 5.78, q 443 

< 0.001; in IFG, mean accuracy = 31.25%, t(19) = 2.03, q = 0.04, in MFG, mean accuracy = 444 

33.75%, t(19) = 2.33, q = 0.03, and in SFG; mean accuracy = 34.38%, t(19) = 2.88, q = 0.01 (see 445 

Table 2 for other ROIs). The confusion matrices from decoding performance in each ROI show 446 

that the classifiers successfully decode all four categories (Figure 2D; more confusion matrices 447 

are reported in a GitHub repository: http://github.com/yaelanjung/scenes_fmri). To test whether 448 

the task impacts decoding accuracy of scene categories, one-way ANOVA was performed on 449 

decoding accuracy with task as a factor in each ROI. In all ROIs, there was no significant effect 450 

of task on decoding accuracy for scene categories, all Fs <1.55, all ps > 0.22. Thus, these 451 

findings indicate that unlike scene attributes, scene categories are represented in PFC regions 452 

regardless of task context. 453 

  454 
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Table 2 Mean of decoding accuracy and statistical analysis in each ROI  455 
for scene category 456 

 457 

ROI 

Decoding of scene category 

Temperature judgment task Sound-level judgment task 

mean t stats q effect 

size 

mean t stats q effect 

size 

PPA 43.13 5.66 < .001 1.27 42.50 5.98 < .001 1.34 

S1 25.63 0.21 0.74 0.04 26.32 0.52 .36 0.12 

A1 26.32 0.42 0.34 0.09 23.13 -0.68 0.75 0.09 

MFG 33.75 2.33 0.01 0.33 33.75 2.33 0.02 0.52 

SFG 28.13 1.56 0.23 0.20 34.38 2.88 0.01 0.64 

IFG 31.25 2.03 0.04 0.45 34.38 3.68 0.002 0.82 

As we identified the neural representations of temperature and sound level in scene images, we 458 

here further explore these representations to better understand how scene content is represented 459 

in PFC. Previous research has demonstrated that the prefrontal cortex represents scene categories 460 

at an abstract-level, which generalizes between visual and auditory input (Jung et al., 2018). 461 

Thus, it is possible that the prefrontal cortex represents scene attributes, temperature and sound-462 

level information, at such an abstract level as well. To examine this possibility, we first tested 463 

how both properties are represented in the brain when participants perceived them through direct 464 

sensory stimulation. We then performed cross-decoding analyses from direct sensations to 465 

percepts inferred from images to explore whether scene attributes are also represented beyond 466 

specific sensory domains. 467 

Decoding of direct percepts & cross-decoding: temperature properties 468 

We first examined the neural representation of temperature that arises from direct thermal 469 

sensation. In the localizer experiment, participants were holding a stone in their left hand which 470 

was either warm (around 42C, averaged across before and after each run) or cold (around 13C, 471 

averaged across before and after each run) (see Figure 4A & B). We performed a LORO cross-472 

validation analysis on these data to decode the temperature across different brain regions. In this 473 

analysis, we included the representation of the left hand in somatosensory cortex. Since the stone 474 

stimulus was always handed to the left hand of participants, we only considered the contralateral 475 

(right) side of somatosensory cortex. We also included the prefrontal regions, inferior, middle, 476 

and superior frontal gyri, in which we observed neural coding of inferred thermal sensation from 477 

the main experiment.  478 

As illustrated in Figure 4C, the decoder was significantly more accurate than chance (50%) in the 479 

right S1, mean accuracy = 57.89%, t(18) = 2.584, q = 0.031, suggesting that the temperature of 480 

the stones is represented in S1. Furthermore, the classifier can predict the temperature of the 481 

stones in the MFG, mean accuracy = 60.62%, t(19) = 2.43, q = 0.044, indicating that, just like 482 
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inferred temperature information from scene images, the thermal percept is also represented in 483 

PFC. 484 

Having identified brain regions that represent temperature delivered from direct sensations, we 485 

here investigate whether such neural representation is similar to the percepts inferred from 486 

images, which we observed in the main experiment. We do so by performing a cross-decoding 487 

analysis in the ROIs that showed significant decoding of sensory properties from images as well 488 

as direct percepts. For the temperature property, only MFG shows significant decoding of 489 

temperature from images (Figure 2A) and from direct percepts (Figure 4C). An SVM classifier 490 

was trained on the data from the direct percept of temperature in the localizer experiment and 491 

then tested on the data from viewing scene images in the main experiment (Figure 4D).  492 

Cross-decoding from the stone experiment to the main scene image experiment was significantly 493 

above chance in MFG, mean accuracy = 55%, t(19) = 1.9, p = 0.036, suggesting that the 494 

representation of temperature generalizes well from direct to inferred percepts in this brain 495 

region (Figure 4E).  496 

  497 
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 498 

Figure 4 Decoding of temperature property. A) Illustration of the stimuli presentation and the 499 

experiment design for the temperature localizer runs. B) Temperature of warm and cold stones 500 

before and after runs. C) Decoding of temperature from thermal sensations. D) Schematic of 501 

cross-decoding analysis across direct and indirect thermal percepts. E) Decoding accuracy of the 502 

cross-decoding analysis in the post-central sulcus and MFG. Dots in each figure represent 503 

individual data points. * q < 0.05, # p < 0.05 504 

 505 

Decoding of direct percepts & cross-decoding: sound-level properties 506 

Similarly, we examined whether direct auditory sensations generalize to the neural 507 

representations of inferred sounds which were identified in the main experiment. First, we tested 508 

neural representations of noisy and quiet sounds from actual auditory percepts; an SVM 509 

classifier was trained and tested on the neural activity patterns from the sound localizer runs 510 

using LORO cross-validation. As illustrated in Figure 5B, the decoder correctly classified the 511 
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sound level of scene sounds in A1, mean accuracy = 84%, t(19) = 9.95, q < 0.001, and in the 512 

IFG, mean accuracy = 58%, t(19) = 3.046, q = 0.006.  513 

As we confirmed that there are distinct patterns of neural representation for each type of sound 514 

level in both primary auditory cortex and PFC, we further examined whether these neural codes 515 

generalize to the sound level inferred from images. Cross-decoding of sound level was tested in 516 

IFG, which was the only brain area where we could decode both inferred (Figure 2B) and direct 517 

(Figure 5B) sensations of sound-level. In IFG, decoding succeeded at mean accuracy = 56.25%, 518 

t(19) = 2.032, p = 0.028 (Figure 5D). 519 

 520 

 521 

Figure 5 Decoding of sound properties. A) Illustration of the design of the sound 522 

experiment, and amplitude of an exemplar of the noisy sound clips and an exemplar of 523 

the quiet sound clips used in the localizer experiment. B) Sound-level decoding 524 

accuracy in each ROI C) Schematic of cross-decoding analysis across direct and 525 

indirect auditory percepts. D) Decoding performance of the cross-decoding analysis in 526 

IFG. Dots in each figure represent individual data points. # p < 0.05, ** q < 0.01, *** q 527 

< 0.001  528 

 529 

These results indicate that in PFC, scene attributes are represented at an abstract level and 530 

generalize across sensory modalities, from direct sensations of temperature and sound level to 531 

scene properties inferred from visual percepts.  532 
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Searchlight analysis 533 

To explore how scene information is represented beyond the predefined ROIs, we performed a 534 

whole-brain searchlight analysis with a 5x5x5 voxels (10x10x10 mm) cube searchlight. The 535 

same decoding analyses for scene attributes (temperature and sound-level) and scene categories 536 

as in the ROI-based analysis were performed at each searchlight location using a linear SVM 537 

classifier, followed by a cluster-level correction for multiple comparisons.  538 

 539 

Figure 6 Searchlight maps of temperature and category decoding in the temperature judgment 540 

condition (A) and sound-level and category decoding in the sound-level judgment condition (B). 541 

Maps are thresholded at p < 0.05 and cluster-wise correction was conducted for multiple 542 

comparison (minimal cluster size of 215). MNI coordinate for (A): x= 20, y = -10, z = 15; for (B), 543 

x = -5, y = 32, z = 26. 544 

 545 

Confirming the ROI-based analysis, both temperature and scene categories were decoded from 546 

PFC in the temperature judgment condition (Figure 6A). Clusters for category decoding were 547 

located in the anterior part of the MFG and SFG (highlighted in purple in Figure 6A), whereas 548 

the clusters for temperature decoding were located in posterior and medial part of PFC 549 

(highlighted in orange in Figure 6A) with little overlap. 550 
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In the sound-level judgment condition, scene categories were decoded in the anterior and 551 

posterior part of PFC, whereas the sound-level properties were decoded mainly in the medial 552 

prefrontal gyrus. A small overlap between the clusters can be observed in the MFG (Figure 6B). 553 

 554 

 555 

Figure 7 Searchlight maps of cross-decoding analysis for temperature (orange) and sound-level 556 

(green) decoding. Maps are thresholded at p < 0.05 and cluster-wise correction was conducted for 557 

multiple comparison (minimal cluster size of 215).  558 

 559 

Cross-decoding from the localizer experiment (direct percepts) to the main experiment (indirect 560 

percepts) was also performed in the whole brain using a searchlight analysis (Figure 7). 561 

Consistent to the ROI-based analysis, we identified clusters showing successful cross-decoding 562 

of temperature and sound level in the prefrontal regions. Specifically, for temperature decoding, 563 

we found three clusters overlapping with SFG in both hemispheres as well as with the right 564 

MFG, and the left IFG. For sound-level decoding, a cluster with successful decoding accuracy (p 565 

< 0.05) was located in the right MFG and IFG. We did not find any other clusters anywhere else 566 

in the brain that allowed for cross-modal decoding. 567 

 568 

Discussion 569 

The present study demonstrates that both scene categories and scene attributes are represented in 570 

PFC. Specifically, scene attributes are represented in PFC only when the information is task-571 

relevant. Across the two task conditions, the temperature of scenes was only decoded when 572 

participants were required to judge the temperature of a depicted scene, and the sound level was 573 

only decoded when participants were required to judge how noisy a scene was. Intriguingly, 574 

when scene properties were represented in PFC, they were computed at an abstract level, which 575 

transcended the level of specific sensory instances. Direct thermal or auditory percepts elicited 576 

similar neural activity patterns to those that were evoked when participants inferred these 577 
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properties from scene images, suggesting that PFC generalizes across direct and indirect 578 

(inferred) perception. 579 

The current study provides strong and clear evidence that PFC represents scene information, 580 

suggesting that scene information processing is not restricted to the scene-selective regions in the 581 

visual cortex but extends to the associative cortex. Our findings demonstrate that PFC represents 582 

both temperature and sound-level properties as well as scene category information. These 583 

findings are in line with previous studies that show that various aspects of scene information are 584 

processed beyond the scene-processing network in the visual cortex (Epstein & Baker, 2019; 585 

Groen et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2018).  586 

The findings of the current study are also in line with previous work showing that neural 587 

representations in PFC can change according to task context (Bugatus et al., 2017; Harel et al., 588 

2014; McKee et al., 2014). Both temperature and sound-level information were represented in 589 

PFC only when participants were making a decision about these properties; temperature 590 

properties were decoded in MFG when participants were judging scene temperature, but not 591 

when they were engaged in the sound-level judgment task. Similarly, sound-level properties of 592 

scenes were decoded in IFG and MFG only in the sound-level judgment condition. To some 593 

extent, these findings suggest that PFC might represent scene content that is not represented in 594 

the visual or auditory cortex; sound-level information of the scene was not represented in PPA or 595 

A1 but in PFC. Nonetheless, PFC represents this information when it is relevant to behavioral 596 

demands. These findings suggest that scene representations in PFC are largely modulated by task 597 

context or behavioral goals. 598 

In contrast to scene attributes, the current study shows that scene categories are represented in 599 

both PPA and PFC regardless of task context. The decoding accuracy of scene categories does 600 

not vary systemically across different task conditions, suggesting that category information is 601 

represented in PFC even when category information is not directly related to behavioral 602 

demands. These findings are in line with previous behavioral studies, which showed that scene 603 

categories are processed automatically and obligatorily (Greene & Fei-Fei, 2014). Furthermore, 604 

several neuroimaging studies have shown successful decoding of scene categories using a 605 

passive-viewing paradigm without any task (Park et al., 2011; Walther et al., 2009, 2011). 606 

However, in these fMRI studies, participants could have been deliberately tracking categories of 607 

scenes, even though it was not explicitly required. In the present study, participants were asked 608 

to perform tasks that were orthogonal to scene categories, making it less likely that they paid 609 

close attention to scene categories. Still, this finding is limited by the use of only four scene 610 

categories in the current study. As there are hundreds of important scene categories (Tversky & 611 

Hemenway, 1983; Xiao et al., 2016), we cannot conclude that all of those categories are 612 

unaffected by task context. Future research is needed to further explore how tasks impact 613 

category representations in the brain.   614 

Does the same set of voxels in the prefrontal cortex represent scene information, regardless of 615 

whether the scene information is about categories or scene attributes? Although our ROI-based 616 
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analysis shows that the same regions (IFG and MFG) represent scene categories and scene 617 

attributes, the searchlight analysis indicates an interesting possibility that there may be different 618 

sets of clusters, each representing scene categories and scene attributes, respectively. Within the 619 

same anatomical ROIs, the clusters representing categories appear more anteriorly than the 620 

clusters representing scene attributes, which appear more posteriorly within the superior and 621 

middle prefrontal cortices (Figure 6A; the sagittal view). Further, in the sound judgment 622 

condition (Figure 6B), scene category representations appear in the right IFG, and 623 

representations of scene attributes appear in left IFG. Thus, it is possible that different parts of 624 

the prefrontal cortex each represent scene categories and scene attributes, thereby potentially 625 

explaining the different degree to which task influences these scene representations. 626 

Our findings might appear to contradict previous work showing that distinct neural signals for 627 

categories are diluted in PFC (Bracci, Daniels, & Op de Beeck, 2017; Bugatus et al., 2017). For 628 

instance, Bugatus et al (2017) showed that the neural representations for visual categories, such 629 

as faces, words, and body parts, are evident in the ventral temporal cortex under different task 630 

contexts, but not in the prefrontal regions; PFC represents task context rather than categories of 631 

visual stimuli. There are, however, differences in the level of categories across the two studies 632 

(the current study and Bugatus et al., 2017) that could contribute to category-specific neural 633 

activity patterns in PFC. Unlike in Bugatus et al (2017), where superordinate categories, such as 634 

faces, pseudo-words, and body parts were used, the current study employs basic-level scene 635 

categories, which are the ‘default’ level of representing sensory input (Grill-Spector & 636 

Kanwisher, 2005; Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Mack et al., 2008). Several studies have demonstrated 637 

that such basic-level categories are accessible with very limited exposure (Mack et al., 2008; 638 

Mack & Palmeri, 2010) and with limited attention or cognitive resource (Greene & Fei-Fei, 639 

2014; Li et al., 2002). Further, it should be noted that tasks are largely different across the two 640 

studies, and in the current study, the tasks in different conditions are still all related to scene 641 

understanding. Thus, future research is needed to better understand how different tasks may or 642 

may not impact category-selective representations in PFC. 643 

Relatedly, Bracci et al. (2017) also show that neural representations of object categories are 644 

diluted by task context. PFC was found to represent object categories only when participants 645 

made judgments of semantic relationships among different objects (which referred as category 646 

task; Figure 2 in Bracci et al., 2017). The seeming inconsistency with our study might be due to 647 

different definitions of categories. We define scene categories as basic-level category (Tversky 648 

& Hemenway, 1983) and used multiple exemplars from each category (i.e., multiple beach 649 

images). Bracci et al., (2017) used different object categories under the same superordinate 650 

category (i.e., piano, violin, drum; for instruments) and defined category information based on 651 

semantic relationships among the individual items, manifested in a continuous measure. Thus, 652 

although basic-level category information is preserved when the task is not related to category 653 

information (as found in the current study), richer information about the category, or semantic 654 

relationships among individual objects, might only be decodable from PFC when the task 655 

requires access to category information (as shown in Bracci et al., 2017). Exploring this 656 
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intriguing possibility in future work will require a different experiment design than is used in the 657 

current study.  658 

The current study also broadens our understanding of what kinds of scene content are 659 

represented in the PPA. To our knowledge, our findings are the first to show that temperature can 660 

be decoded in PPA, just like scene categories (Walther et al., 2009) and scene properties related 661 

to spatial structure of a scene (e.g. openness, Park & Chun, 2009). The representation of 662 

temperature in the PPA appears to be driven by color to a large extent, suggesting that scene 663 

representations in PPA primarily rely on visual features.  664 

We here provide evidence supporting the notion that representations in PFC generalize across 665 

sensory modalities, such as between the perceptions of images and stones, or images and sounds. 666 

Specifically, our findings are novel in that generalization across sensory modalities can occur 667 

when sensory information is inferred, not directly perceived. Although previous studies have 668 

shown that PFC represents sensory experience regardless of sensory modalities, participants in 669 

these studies always experienced direct stimulations in the corresponding modalities, such as 670 

hearing beach sounds and looking at a beach image (Jung et al., 2018; Vetter et al., 2014). The 671 

present study extends these findings by demonstrating that percepts inferred from a different 672 

modality (i.e., temperature or sound cues inferred from images) can elicit similar neural codes as 673 

the direct sensation would.  674 

To summarize, the current study demonstrates that both scene categories and scene attributes are 675 

represented in PFC, however, neural representations of scene attributes (temperature and sound 676 

level) in PFC, not scene categories, are modulated by task context. These findings suggest that 677 

PFC flexibly represents scene content that is relevant to behavioral demands, allowing for 678 

efficient adaptation of behavior to varying situations in the real world.  679 

  680 
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